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ABSTRACT

The remote process connectors developed, used, and tested at the

Remote Maintenance Development Facility are described. These connec-

tors, including the 3-bolt kinematic-graphite flange and watertight-

electrical connectors, are assembled on master jigs (holding-

welding fixture) to form interchangable pump and valve loop assemblies.

These assemblies, with their guide-in platforms make possible a method

of performing remote maintenance at the New Haste Calcining Facility

that is a departure from methods which until now have been the standard

of the industry.
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INTRODUCTION

Remote maintenance methods which were defined for use in the New

Waste Calcining Facility (NWCF) required early design considerations to

assure workability and compatibility of process and remote handling

equipment. One area requiring development, mockup, and testing was that

of fluid and electrical connectors.

The objective of remote maintenance at the NWCF is to remotely

remove the failed component, remotely decontaminate it, directly main-

tain it as needed, and remotely replace it. To accomplish these tasks

required the development of auxiliary equipment such as holding-welding

fixtures or master jigs to obtain interchangeability of equipment loop

assemblies, and guide-in platforms to make replacement a positive opera-

tion. In the course of this development work, new materials and ideas

have been combined to produce a successful system of remote main-

tenance.



This report will discuss the following remote connectors and

related items:

a. Kinematic-Graphite 3-Bolt Connectors

b. Holding-Welding Fixtures and Transfer Gages (Master Jigs)

c. Watertight Electrical Connectors

d. Flexible Handling Bails

e. Pump and Valve Loop Assemblies

ELECTROMECHANICAL MANIPULATOR

Figure 1 shows the wall mounted electromechanical manipulator used

in the simulated valve corridor of the NWCF where much of the remote

maintenance testing was done. As can be seen, the manipulator includes

an attached tool holder which keeps the impact wrench readily available

for flange makeup, etc. Also shown are the flexible handles for the

impact wrench which make easy handling and also insulate the manipulator

from the vibrations of the wrench.

REMOTE 3-BOLT Kinematic - GRAPHITE FLANGE

Figure 'I shows the 3-bolt flange developed for the NWCF that will

both withstand the highly corrosive and radioactive NWCF waste solutions

and be remotely operable.
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MOBILE' MANIPULATOR
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ELECTRIC IMPACT WRENCH

MOBILE TOOL CRADLE

WALL MOUNTED MOBILE MANIPULATOR WITH EVER HANDY IMPACT WRENCH

FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2



A. Remote Handling Features

The remote handling features of this flange include:

1. Three equally spaced bolts instead of four or more to

^assure accessibility and to increase visibility.

2. Bolts captive to the removable flange half by reducing the

shank diameter and screwing them through the threaded

flange bolt hole.

3. Standardized bolt heads for all sizes of bolts and flanges,

so that socket heads do not have to be changed. A knob on

the end of the hex head to aid in engaging the impact

wrench.

4. Thread end of the bolt tapered with part of the threads

removed to assure easy positive starting and to prevent

cross threading.

5. Nuts on the facility flange loosely caged, for ease of bolt

starting and proper alignment. The cage opens upward so

the nut can be removed remotely.

6. A full face flat graphite gasket.

a The term "kinematic" refers to a geometric principle of design for

securing an apparatus with movable parts so that its degress of

freedom are reduced to zero with a minimum number of restraints.
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7. A flange face that is different from standard flange

designs by including a small raised rim on the outer

edge to provide a self-flattening effect needed to prevent

"cocking" during remote makeupin addition to the normal

raised seal surface.

8. Holes on the facility flange that taper from front to rear

for ease of mating.

9. A guide pin to assure positive alignment.

B. Improvement Over Standard Flange Design

In addition to the remote handling features there are four

other developments incorporated into this flange which, for our applica-

tion are significant improvements over standard flange design:

1. The Flange Material is Nitronic-50 stainless steel. This

relatively new material was chosen primarily because of its

excellent anti-corrosion qualities. However, Nitronic-50

is also twice as strong as 304L stainless steel (see Table

1).

2. The bolts are Nitronic-60 stainless steel. This relatively

new material was chosen primarily because of its anti-gall-

ing qualities. Galling has always been a problem with

ordinary SS nuts and bolts. For instance, 304 and 316 SS

will gall as low as 1,378 Pa (2,000 #/in.2.) Nitronic-60

coupled with 304 SS increases the galling pressure about 25

times to over 34,450 Pa (50,000 #/in.2). Nitronic-60

bolts are also twice as strong as 304 or 316 stainless

steel bolts. (6)



Table I

YIELD STRENGTHS OF VARIOUS STAINLESS STEELS

Stainless Steel

304

304L

316

Nitronic 50

Nitronic 60

Yield Strath

207 Pa (30,000 psi)

193 Pa (28,000 psi)

241 Pa (35,000 psi)

414 Pa (60,000 psi)

414 Pa (60,000 psi)

Reference

1

1

1

2

2

Reference 1:

Reference 2:

Pamphlet titled "Mechanical and Physical Properties of

Austinetic Chrom-Nickel Stainless Steels at Ambient tem-

peratures by International Nickel Company.

Pamphlet #S-55A titled "Armco Nitronic Stainless Steels"

by Armco Steel Corporation.



3« Full Face Graphite Gaskets. Vendor data shows this lami-

nated graphite material to be very resistant to most chemi-

cal attack, and tests at ICPP confirm that nitric acid-base

waste solutions and decontamination mixtures have no

effect. The material is also very resistant to radiation

damage and seals like an elastomer (i.e., with low torques

it seals over marred surfaces).

4. A raised outer rim surface was added to the flange to pro-

vide a self-flattening influence on the flanges needed to

prevent "cocking" during remote makeup. However, this

addition also significantly reduced flange stress. For

instance, on our worst case 3-in. flange, a "finite stress"

computer analysis showed that the stress at the weakest

point was reduced by half.

Operational performance tests with the 3-bolt flange showed that a

bolt makeup torque of 34 N*m (25 ft/lb) for 3-in. flanges with 0.00159

M (l/16-in.) thick full face graphite gasket is sufficient to withstand

3.45 Pa (500 psig) without leaking. At 1,017 N*m (70-ft/lb) which is

the minimum impact wrench bolt torque that will be used in the NWCF,

temperature cycling tests between 294° (70°F) and 367°K (22O°F)

resulted in no flange leakage at 3.45 Pa (500 psig).

ASME code calculations for the Kinematic-Graphite flanges as

designed for the NWCF operating parameters of 689, 476 Pa (100 psig) and

367°K (200°F) showed that these flanges met or exceeded all code

requirements. The Nitronic-50 and -60 stainless steels used in the

flanges have also received code approval.
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HOLDING-MELDING FIXTURE (MASTER JIG) AND INTERCHANGEABILITV

Figure 3 shows the holding-welding fixture or master jig designed

for valve loop fabrications of nominal sizes 3/4 to 3-in. Also shown in

Figure 3 are the prewelded parts used in the mockup valve loop fabrica-

tions. A spool spacer was used to simulate a valve. Figure 4 shows a

completed valve loop mockup in place on the holding-welding fixture.

Remotely removable assemblies must be fabricated from a permanently

available holding-welding fixture so that later changes or repairs will

not alter interchangeableity of assemblies. For the NWCF construction

phase, these holding-welding fixtures will be used to fabircate both the

removable valve loop assemblies and the transfer gages for placing and

installing the permanent facility wall flanges and support structures.

To reduce the number of holding-welding fixtures required, some stan-

dardization was imposed upon the NWCF design. For instance, all 3/4 to

3-in. flanges are made with the same outside diameter and bolt size so

that only one holding-welding fixture is required. In the NWCF this

standardization has reduced the total number of holding-welding fixtures

needed to five basic types.

During initial facility design there were questions concerning

whether or not interchangability could reliably be achieved by fabri-

cating valve loops in a master jig. To resolve these doubts four con-

secutive fabrication tests were made using the holding-welding

fixture. All were satisfactory.

(9)
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REMOTE ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

A. ACC Design

Figure 7 shows a two piece watertight remote electrical con-

nector designed for remote handling by RMDF personnel. The connec-

tor consists of an amphenol type electrical plug screwed into an

adaptor which is made water proof with an 0-ring. The connector is

aligned for precise mating by two external guide pins. The inner

electrical plugs are available in many variations to accommodate

various current ratings, voltage ratings, and number of pins. The

connector shown in Figure 7 has 4 pins and is rated for 40 amps at

600 volts. The 0-ring is made from a radiation resistant elastomer

and is installed on the removable half of the connector so it can

be replaced. The external guide pin holes are lined with Kynar

radiation resistant plastic to provide lubrication for the guide

pins to prevent binding during connecting/disconnecting operation.

Figure 8 is another model of a watertight remote electrical

connector with integral junction boxes. It is equipped with hori-

zontal guide-in platform for positive mating and with flexible

lifting bails. This model does not need guide pins.

B. Commercial Adaption

Figure 9 and 10 show a commercial model of a watertight remote

electrical connector which has combined the best features of the

two experimental models. It is shown without junction boxes.

Figure 9 shows the connector in the horizontal model while Figure

10 shows it in the vertical mode. Both have flexible handling

bails to aid in remote handling.
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REMOTE WATER PROOF ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
WITH O-RING SEALS AND EXTERNAL GUIDE PINS

FIGURE



REMOTE WATER PROOF ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
WITH FLEXIBLE HANDLING BAILS, GUIDE-IN
PLATFORM AND INTEGRAL JUNCTION BOXES

f IGURE 8



•—FLEXIBLE LIFTING BAIL

oo

MANIPULATOR HOOK

O-RING SEAL ,
(ON REMOVABLE HALF FOR LATER MODELS)

==-GUIDE PINS
FLEXIBLE HANDLING BAIL

•
GUIDE IN PLATFORM (ANGLE IRONS)

REMOTE WATER PROOF ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
(COMMERCIAL ADAPTION) WITH GUIDE
PINS, GUIDE-IN-PLATFORM AND FLEXIBLE

HANDLING BAILS, WITHOUT JUNCTION BOXES,
IN HORIZONTAL OPERATING POSITION

FIGURE
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REMOTE WATER PROOF ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
(COMMERCIAL ADAPTION) WITH GUIDE

PINS, GUIDE-IN-PLATFORM AND FLEXIBLE
HANDLING BAILS, WITHOUT JUNCTION BOXES,

IN VERTICAL OPERATING POSITION

FIGURE 10
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FLEXIBLE HANDLING BAILS

After three years of experimental remote handling experience at the

Remote Maintenance Development Facility, a measure of flexibility for

handling and lifting bails for most equipment is considered necessary.

When completely rigid bails are used, the direction of force from the

manipulator is never known and binding is a common result. Flexible

bails visibly indicate the direction of force and practically eliminate

the chance of binding. Also, with a PaR manipulator or crane, an oper-

ator has no "feel" of increased strain if there is binding and damage

would result. The flexible bail provides some visual indication of in-

creased strain. Figure 10 shows a typical use of light weight bails

made of flexible stainless steel stranded cable. This material, sized

to match its load, has just the right balance between the needed quali-

ties of both flexibility and rigidity for ease of remote handling with

lifting bails.
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REMOTE PUMP AND VALVE LOOP ASSEMBLIES

Figure 11 is a mockup of a complete assembly that shows how the

3-bolt flanges and electrical connectors are used on a remote pump-valve

assembly. Figure 12 shows how the entire assembly can be remotely

removed. Figure 13 shows the guide-in platform used to support the

assembly during replacement operations. The guide-in platform and the

connector guide pins for both the flange and the electrical connectors

assure a positive no fumble operation. Remote replacement of an

assembly such as this takes less than three hours. Under direct

maintenance conditions, depending on the type of failure, a similar

replacement operation would take several days.
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CENTER OF GRAVITY HOOK

KlNEMATIC-GRAFOIl THREE BOLT FLANGES

OUTLET VALVE

REMOTE ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

INLET VALVE

REMOTE PUMP-VALVE LOOP ASSEMBLY
WITH THREE-BOLT FLANGES, ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR AND GUIDE-IN PLATFORM

(INSTALLED;

FIGURE 11



PUMP VALVE ASSEMBLY (REMOVED)

FIGURE 12



GUIDE-IN-PLATFORM FOR PUMP-VALVE
LOOP ASSEMBLY

FIGURE 1?



assure a positive no fumble operation. Remote replacement of an assem-

bly such as this takes less than three hours. Under direct maintenance

conditions, depending on the type of failure, a similar replacement

operation would take several days.

CONCLUSIONS

Remote replacement of failure-prone equipment in a production type

facility, through the use of conventional remote handling equipment has

been adopted for the NWCF. Development work and mock up tests have

proven the acceptability of this approach and have shown that signifi-

cant savings in plant downtime and peronnel radiation can be realized by

the proper applicaton of these methods.
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FIGURES

1. Wall Mounted Mobile Manipulator with Ever Handy

Impact Wrench

2. Kinematic-Grafoil Three Bold Flange

3. Holding-Welding Fixture with Prewelded Parts for
a Valve Loop Assembly

4. Holding-Welding Fixture for 3/4 to 3-in. Pipe Size Valve
Loops with Finished 3-in. Valve Loop Assembly in Place. .

5. Fabricated Valve Loop Prototype or Transfer Gage

6. Installed Wall Mounted Valve Loop Assembly Mockup . . . .

7. Remote Water Proof Electrical Connector with O-Ring
Seals and External Guide Pins

8. Remote Water Proof Electrical Connector with Flexible
Handling Bails, Guide-in-Platform and Integral Junction
Boxes

9. Remote Water Proof Electrical Connector (Commercial
Adaption) with Guide Pins, Guide-in-Platform and
Handling Bails, without Junction Boxes, in Horizontal
Operating Position

10. Remote Water Proof Electrical Connector (Commercial
Adaption) with Guide Pins, Guide-in-Platform and
Handling Bails, without Junction Boxes, in Vertical
Operating Position

11. Remote Pump - Valve Loop Assembly with Three-Bolt
Flanges, Electrical Connector and Guide-in
Platform (Installed)

12. Pump.Valve Assembly (Removed)

13. Guide-in-Platform for Pump-Valve Loop Assembly
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FOOTNOTES

The term "Kinematic" refers to a geometric principle of design

of securing an apparatus with movable parts so that its

degrees of freedom are reduced to zero with a minimum number

of restraints.
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